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Introduction

The theme of Interpretation is pertinent not only to the 

content of this illustration-focused publication but also to 

decade within this subject area.

Since its inception, the VaroomLab illustration research 

network has both contributed, and responded to, the 

the agenda in art and design departments of colleges 

-

search is graded, and its impact assessed, leads to the 

information that establishes institutional and depart-

Although the Interpretation conference and outputs 

correlate to this increasingly academia-centric agenda 

-

-

sional community. The VaroomLab Journal, Varoom 
magazine and conferences are means through which 

research outcomes can be gathered, appraised and 

speakers and authors who are practising illustrators and 

commissioners, as well as academics and theory and 

practice-based researchers from within illustration and 

at this time. 

The range of submissions, and content selected, 

applied to interpretation of the practice of illustration. 

and semiotic approaches to decodifying imagery (that 

-

practical art school education, that informed them in the 

respected areas of academia and practice internation-

ensures the credibility of the research outcomes pub-

-

cal interpretation.

-

about the shifting sands of practice, delineated by 

artist and educator Marshall Arisman at the Education 

of self-publishing and the internet, are a reminder that 

of the contemporary illustrator, can now be judged as 

an art form. In this context understanding interpretation 

illustration culturally.  

Through this conference and Journal, understanding of 

how interpretation is manifested through the language 

process is explored, practice based research interro-

new insights into what and how content is communi-

illustration not only works to describe textual information 

in practical applications, but also functions to interpret 

in unexpected ways: sometimes error and misunder-

standing are factors in this interaction. The relationship 

process is complex, and the role of the illustrator’s in-

an image and heightened impact.

In The Art of Seeing, where philosopher Aldous Huxley 

makes the connection between seeing clearly and 

thinking: the more you know the more you see, the 

point is made clearly. Without Interpretation we are 

Jo Davies - Editor in Chief and VaroomLab academic 

inputs co-ordinator.
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-

trators, artists and designers in order to consider and 

of interpretation. 

sought to explore ways in which illustrators, interpret, 

within contemporary practice. 

Traditionally it has been the role of the illustrator to 

solution that educates, translates and elucidates. The 

illustration explains something else. 

something new, a re-positioning, re-location or perhaps 

mis-interpretation emerges from not being concerned 

with the truth or fact but instead a need for a fresh new 

response that is not restrained or restricted by accura-

cy and fact. This illustrator is interested in attitude and 

posture. 

The Symposium tested and expanded upon these three 

Speakers, academic papers, presentations and the 

 

Lisa Richardson 
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Marcus Oakley

musics of all kinds; the pastoral and folkloric delights of 

beasts and humans that inhabit it; the joys of cycling; 

the stimulations of tea; the dizzy geometries of archi-

www.marcusoakley.com

historical journey that considered the labeling of artifacts 

the process of being paid for the creation of an image 

context.

-

considered as he posed the question “Is it Art?” Taking 

his enquiry out to some of his illustration contacts within 

interpretations of the word “Illustration.”

to consider such as the impact of materials in the 

the conceptual input of the image-maker. He was the 

connection between personally negotiated work and 

commissioned pieces and this was a recurrent theme 

throughout both days.

http://www.marcusoakley.com
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James Jarvis

in publications worldwide.

designing a crazy-golf hole.

-

ner and two children.

-

chandising and mass production, considering the ten-

and being successful commercially. 

communication. After 10 years of creating work for his 

learning or growing and decided to go back to the more 

From showing his early pre-digital career drawings of 

the concrete skateboard park in London’s Southbank 

place’ – and is using the process he used for the early 

creating minimal characters with a few lines, that he 

uses to explore philosophical concepts outside of 

commercial work, using social media sites to self 

publish and make direct contact with his audience. 

He demonstrated that this process was empowering, 

leading to commissions where clients were less likely to 

-

tent and to break out the comfort zone that can come 

with success.

http://www.studiojarvis.com%20
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Cyriak a dull day job and trying to get work as an animator 

uploading them . They gained interest and he worked 

part. He has noticed a few copycats of his work but 

-

mating is so boring that no-one else wants to do it’. 

-

www.cyriak.co.uk

worked on a wide range of commercial projects from 

and the journey he’s taken to the present day. Cyraik 

way he creates his - often looped – animations, saying 

animation by hand, whereas this way is like cutting out 

and sticking with glue.

“I guess it’s important to absorb the best of culture and 

utilize it for your own creations, but it’s also important 

to build on it, to look at what’s out there and see what 

is usually a basic hunt for a particular object or scen-

ery, I often get new ideas or inspiration from the stock 

purpose. “It’s all about taking something that exists and 

turning it into something new, which is the raw essence 

-

http://www.cyriak.co.uk
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Dr Andrew Howells -

-

Illustration Andrew takes a multidisciplinary approach to 

his practice-based research. Andrew’s research focus 

and the collaboration between art and science. 

Contact Information

Dr Andrew Howells

Australia

Email: Andrew.Howells@newcastle.edu.au
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when contextual research, knowledge gained through 

-

interpretation. In this paper cross-disciplinary exchange 

is being discussed primarily in the context of a work-

-

ciplinary exchange is not limited to that of an illustrator 

Although predominantly prescribed in nature, the 

that of practices often associated. The terms; Scientif-

mentioned in reference to the type of work resulting 

Illustrators, focus on accuracy in faithful representations 

Introduction

It is the combination of practice-based tacit knowledge 

Elephant: Art 
and Science, cross-disciplinary exchanges ultimately in-

are the basis for discussion in this paper. This paper de-

science researchers and an illustrator within a broader 

of cross-disciplinary engagement on interpretation for 

account of the research undertaken as a team, rather it 

is an account of the forms and role of cross-disciplinary 

the illustrator’s interpretation of the subject and science 

the forms and role of cross-disciplinary exchange in the 

-

methods employed in the inquiry process as well as the 

intended forms and application of research outcomes.

 

into accurate representational imagery. The role is 

of knowledge for the sciences. Ultimately, interpretation 

prescribed approach to practice and the role of the 

practitioner in acquiring and representing knowledge. 

The Guild Handbook of 
these prescribed practice meth-

ods, associated media and materials are discussed 

entomology and medicine. Cross-disciplinary exchange 

artefacts, specimens and contextual information to be 

often dictated by the publication protocols associated 

these types of practitioners as 

portray a subject accurately. Accuracy and communica-

tion are essential. Communication of shapes, anatomy, 

words, forms the essence of this type of art. (Hodges 

Theoretical & Contextual Perspective -

communicates subtleties and eliminates the ambiguities 

of language. It is this that makes it an important and 

often necessary element in precise communication’ 

of publication, the direct application of practice and 

assessing an illustration both technically and factually in 

-

enced, but also continually shaped through cross-dis-
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this role of cross-disciplinary exchange on interpreta-

tion. As both a practitioner and scientist he states at 

the beginning of his book titled Fishes of Australia, the 
complete illustrated guide, that, 

them with one eye as a scientist, the other as an artist 

Similarly, cross-disciplinary exchange in my research 

occurred continually throughout the research and 

contributed to both the acquisition of knowledge and 

the subsequent interpretation of that knowledge. Unlike 

-

outcomes.

 Practice-Based research 

of generating new artefacts through practice in elicit-

Practice-Led knowledge as well. The 

tags of Practice-Based and Practice-Led research as 

practices for their contribution to be understood and 

acknowledged. For this reason, although focused on 

-

ology in their research enquiry. 

This methodology encompasses two primary phases:

in the acquisition, recording and analysis of knowledge 

enquiry is focused on seeing and understanding.  

2. Studio-based enquiry: This phase of the 

-

These two phases of inquiry at times operate simul-

taneously in informing the continued direction of the 

practice-based research, and in shaping outcomes. 

from those of the sciences and aligns them more with 

‘designerly’ 

on solutions rather than the problem and according 

‘designers problem-solve by 
synthesis’ 

When discussing practice-based research in the book 

Visualising Research; A guide to the research process in 
art and design. The authors explores in a chapter titled 

Crossing the terrain; vehicles for exploration the concept 
of ‘practice’ 

sense; 

-

curating, commissioning, critical writing, and so on; 

practitioners, participants and professionals from other 

-

compasses all three. Practice in relation to my research 

-

ucation of those charged with assessing body condition 

Cross-disciplinary exchanges in this type of research 

required to make representational imagery that elicits 

of being in the physical presence of a subject, theme or 

is hard to quantify in the recording of the experience 

and how it is translated through practice. This wider 

sensory experience is a factor in the interpretation, not 
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resulting images who can associate the familiar when 

recognising a subject in representational imagery. 

This is best described by bird artist William Cooper 

Capturing the essence: Techniques 
for bird artist 

jizz as 

The term used to describe the characteristic and often 

when colour or pattern cannot be distinguished, a bird 

jizz

Coopers capacity to capture the jizz of subjects in his 

documentary titled Portrait Painter to the Birds

stated in reference to experiencing Cooper’s works for 

that, but the birds were shown, not in somewhat arbi-

The ability to capture the jizz of a subject in an illustration 

-

knowledge gained through cross-disciplinary exchange 

to propose new knowledge through practice. In stating 

-

methodological approach to research, practice-based 

this knowledge should encompass fundamental skills 

in drawing, composition, understanding of tonal form 

and the capacity to construct and produce an accurate 

2. Tacit knowledge of experience - that of experiencing 

-

tion of knowledge, an artefact, is where a research 

approach outside that of the sciences is required for 

that knowledge to transcend its traditional bounds and 

be expressed in a form more widely accessible and 

understood. In essence, cross-disciplinary exchanges 

combined with a practitioner’s tacit experience through 

an artefact that enables knowledge of a subject of re-

such a contribution through their practice is sometimes 

rigor in this form of practice-based research. The work 

of William Cooper is an exemplar of this notion of the 

ornithology through his artwork and collaborations with 

ornithologist such as Joe Forshaw was acknowledged 

-

-

The purpose of the research

My doctoral research explored the Asian Elephant 

(Elephas maximus) as the subject for illustration and 

artwork. The title of my research was Elephant: Art 
and Science and this title encapsulated the structure 

one aspect of a multi-institutional study titled Under-
standing the interaction between nutrition, activity and 
reproduction in captive Asian Elephants 
My contribution to this research was through collabora-
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-

successful breeding requires immediate attention to 

-

listing is stated as:

three generations, based on a reduction in its area of 

occupancy and the quality of its habitat. Although there 

are few accurate data on historical population size, 

-

generations (estimated to be 60–75 years, based on a 

this reason alone there is immediacy in the need to 

better understand Elephant health and its relationship 

-

Although the interpretation of the literal into accurate 

illustrated representational imagery may seem straight 

of digital imaging technology, this type of interpretation 

cannot be made solely by a piece of imaging technolo-

Image capture does not equate to interpretation.  

from a knowledge and practice base where original and 

-

-

cating science.

Cross-disciplinary exchanges in my research were 

both remote and in situ. It was the discussions around 

the broader research project, the science behind their 

approach to assessing body condition, and the capac-

knowledge.  

assessing a number of regions of an animal’s body and 

-

conditions of its species broader population. The index 

range, or the scope of body condition scores is deter-

method or system they employ while making, collating 

-

-

some photographic, were useful in understanding how 

were no documented accounts of the practice-base 

-

between the skin and skeleton. This understanding 

became the focus of an illustration seen in Figure 1. 

animal determines the relationship between skin and 

second it’s underlying structure, the skeleton. The 

-

senting each body condition accurately. Understanding 

the anatomy of Asian Elephants was crucial to depicting 

instant impression of the animal they encountered on a 

daily basis and knew intimately. 

-
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nine indexed body conditions ranging from emaciated 

physical condition associated with nine indexed body 

-

In my preliminary discussions with the researchers I 

questions were based on my understanding of con-

than photographic reference. Through my practice I 

sought to reduce and where possible eliminate some 

proposed. 

These anomalies related to discrepancies between 

considerations around image capture. The following 

material:

condition in the set of nine. 

-

ject was photographed. 

-
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rapher and their equipment. This  

exposure of photographs. 

 

the angle of the photographer to the subject (to the left, 

in reference compositions, such as foliage or other 

animals. 

The images in Figure 2

-

and assigning a body condition score.

imagery that would address them. In planning for this 

I proposed a set of illustration requirements. These 

the research group had outlined in their descriptions 

for each of the nine body conditions. The following is a 

-

ating my works.

supplied descriptions and examples of the nine body 

• Illustrations should demonstrate those nine conditions 
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museums that held articulated Asian Elephant skeletons 

in their collection

on capturing the Jizz of the subject in the artworks, 

of work and experimentation with technique, media and 

materials, including digital and traditional processes.

3. Cross-disciplinary exchange  - There were four main 

-

ence on my interpretation of the subject and science.

-

tographic database of Asian Elephant body conditions.

• The discussions resulting from my presentations of 

researchers.

broader research.

-

-

tographic database of Asian Elephant body conditions 

relating to common and uncommon physical forms was 

informed my understanding of an optimal stance for the 

subject and the eye-line in compositions. Stance would 

of actual fat and muscle condition between the skin and 

-

skin.

-

facilitated the fulfulment of the illustration requirements 

while simultaneously being editable to accommodate 

ongoing cross-disciplinary input. The principles of tra-

this process. Animation ensured consistency through 

image registration in sequential imagery and in the de-

quality texture and physical characteristics such as the 

ear, eye, trunk and tail positions and details. Additionally, 

-

animation processes became a means by which multi-

stage of practice. Figure 3 

Figure 4 demon-

strates the consistency in imagery resulting from the 

The process for rendering reference illustrations was de-

both traditional and digital techniques. Due to the nature 

process to allow for editing as they were being pro-

type suitable for numerous forms of exhibition and pub-

lication. Therefore they need to be easily scalable and 

reproducible while maintaining integrity as reference. 

• Illustrations should depict a single generic speci-

men demonstrating all nine-body conditions for all the 

The illustration style should be easily applied in the 

focused on two main areas when addressing the need 

1. The Subject - Consistency in scale, the use of tonal 

characteristics of the subject, such as hair, eyes and 

skin surface quality. 

2. The Process - Consistency in the use of methods 

and materials in the production of all illustrations in the 

complete reference set. 

Describing a monotone Elephant immediately reduced 

pigmentation in areas of dappled skin. This would also 

outcomes.

-
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-

lished and the nine illustrations were sketched the style 

use of graphics software allowed me to control many 

sequential body of illustrations. Figures 5 and 6 
an understanding of this process. In Figure 5 the same 

rendered in Adobe Photoshop. The rendered form then 

has its surface detail described traditionally. In Figure 6 

an entire sequence.

excisting bodies of artwork depicting elephants to better 

them. This information, coupled with the technical 

-

elements in cultural designs, and second as the subject 

of nostaligic wildlife art. Although not directly related 

following artwork examples in Figures 7 and 8 demon-

-

ly in style and technique but both encompose elements 

a materials, mark making tools and techniques were 
Figure 5: Illustration rendering process, A. Howells
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-

Figure 9 

demonstrates to entire set of illustrated references, 

comprising nine indexed body condition scores from six 

demonstrating the range of possible body conditions 

and had an accompanying skeletal reference. Due to 

the use of image registration in the illustration process 

framework of their text based descriptions. Additionally, 

-

nated the science of body condition scoring and the 

Although focused on prescribed outcomes, the design-

Figure 7: Elephant portraits, A. Howells
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research inquiry and the dissemination of knowledge. 

The cross-disciplinary exchanges in my doctoral 

-

ciplinary exchange is not about commentary on the 

practitioner’s use of materials, technique or other 

accurate information being represented and communi-

to project but will generally occur throughout as they 

inform, shape and endorse the outcomes.
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-

style, on one hand their work is shaped by their clients’ 

the client’s brief is a central part of the illustrator’s work. 

-

mous decisions about what to show in an image and 

how to show it. Through these more or less conscious 

decisions the illustrators’ opinions become part of the 

part unless challenged by the client. What do the cha-

racters look like? What do they do? Is the woman as tall 

as the man? Is she a little shorter—or taller? These may 

content and raise larger issues of representation. 

Illustration is sometimes dismissed as making pretty 

pictures and many illustrators are unconcerned with the 

reality but as a signifying practice that constitutes reali-

-

work, because images play a part in the construction 

“To represent”, as the Austrian cultural theorist Johanna 

in  that 

on saying, it is also what makes saying possible at all” 

on a familiar repertoire of image elements, Umberto Eco 

The Open Work that the 

in-between the image, its context and the reader. And 

people’s reading of images depends as much on what 

Visual representations produce meaning by bestowing 

ideas rather than with others. This particular understan-

ding of representation is not concerned with an accura-

-

ask “is this image a realistic depiction of the world?” but 

rather “what kind of reality does this image suggest?” 

this means that the decisions they make about what to 

show and how are of great importance. 

In this essay I consider the political implications of illus-

tration as a reality-producing signifying practice. With a 

focus on the representation of gender, I compare ex-

-

is being represented in an illustration. Still, the examples 

Henning Tietz and Till Laßmann are Hamburg-based 

colleagues who were interested in the subject when I 

-

or illustration in general. Instead, it is an occasion to 

between the illustrator’s initial interpretation of a brief and 

the adjustments their client asks for. 

message or mood in the context of a larger work. When 

mind the expectations of both their client and an often 

of the audience’s expectations is usually mediated by 

their client, for example an art director or editor, and 

skewed by the client’s need to engage the target group 

and ultimately to sell their product.

but interpret it, then the type of reality represented in 

an illustration is the result of a negotiation between the 

might ask for some changes to the characters’ appear-
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Henning Tietz, Radiowerkstatt,
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other, sometimes marginal aspects go unquestioned 

illustrators create images according to their clients’ 

meaning of an illustration through their minor design 

decisions.

Most illustrations are not photographic but drawn, 

painted, collaged, digitally composed, or built in three 

dimensions and then photographed. In this kind of 

the image needs to be created—more or less—from 

scratch. When composing their images, illustrators re-

and make a large number of decisions about what this 

reality looks like and what is included in it, what is made 

choose the appropriate elements to make the depicted 

focus.

Though illustrators work within commercial constraints 

familiar motifs are as manifold as the number of artists 

creating them. It is a central part of an illustrators’ job 

to make use of the latitude she has in interpreting the 

-

The kind of changes clients request to the represen-

tation of gender in the illustrations they commission 

support the understanding that illustrations—like any 

representation—do not simply show facets of a world 

existing independent of its representations but rather 

that can be thought of as utopic, one in which gender 

be no point in asking for edits that show certain gender 

roles rather than others. At a time when gender-main-

-

images they use. 

-

representation of it are often not discussed up front as 

was the case in the example by Stephanie Wunderlich. 

holidays for the Christmas edition of the weekly maga-

her sketches the editor chose one with a family busy 

with Christmas preparations and Stephanie created the 

illustration from cut paper—a woman stirring food on a 

ground and at the back a man on a ladder decorating a 

Christmas tree with the help of an older woman (Figu-
re 1
the sketch, when Stephanie sent in the illustration, the 

Stephanie was asked to edit the image so that the man 

would do the cooking rather than the woman (Figure 2
-

mewhat ironically, wearing a bow tie, a white chef’s hat 

and a chain of lights around his shoulders. He casually 

holds a glass of wine and with an exaggerated gesture 

adds a pinch of herbs to the pot. In comparison, the 

no particular signs of leisurely cooking or out-of-the-or-

dinary culinary expertise. 

The characters’ change of gender was intended to 

-

on shows just another gendered stereotype—that of the 

than ordinary cooking, as the pinch-of-herbs-gesture 

pointed out to me that she did not really know why she 

characters’ gender in an image does not necessarily 

Like the illustration by Stephanie Wunderlich, my se-

cond example addresses antiquated gender roles and 

is also an instance in which an illustrator successfully 

argued against some of the client’s adjustments. The 

images (Figures 3 to 8
Henning Tietz created for a program on Swiss public TV. 

The main characters are a girl and a boy, both wearing 
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The boy is taller than the girl, she wears a ponytail while 

his hair is short, his eyebrows are wider and less arched 

than hers, and her t-shirt has a lower neckline than his. 

At the beginning of the clip, the two children run across 

Figure 3
boy takes the lead and starts to pull open the pages, 

but he does not manage to do it until the girl comes to 

help him (Figure 4

surfboard and the girl behind him (Figure 7
of the TV-program who commissioned this animation, 

-

running behind him. She asked Henning to change the 

characters’ positions so that the girl leads the action. In 

Figure 5), ma-

Fi-
gure 6 (Figure 
8
looks almost as tall as the boy. 

Again, it is open to debate whether the changes to the 

or not. And as in the example by Stephanie Wunderlich 

-

-

boy chases or stalks the girl—at least until the detail of 

their laughing mouths catches the eye. In the second still, 

when the boy comes to help the girl open the notebook 

he jumps up her back in a strange way. And what kind of 

message does it send, if the girl does not succeed at a 

impressions might be due to the fact that the images are 

action. 

Figure 1: Stephanie Wunderlich, Untitled Süddeutsche Zeitung Magazin,
Figure 2: Stephanie Wunderlich, Untitled  Süddeutsche Zeitung Magazin, 
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-

both the boy and the girl do “cool things” and allotting 

each the same amount of “screen time.” When the edi-

tor pointed out to him that he made the boy be in char-

ge in all scenes, he mainly felt “caught” because despi-

Henning agreed with the changes the editor requested, 

in one instance he talked back. In the scene in question 

the two kids go on a tour through Switzerland in a red 

-

ger seat (Figure 9

gesture. The scene stayed as it was. 

Henning and Stephanie accepted the alterations their 

obstinately found ways of retaining aspects of their 

gender roles and Henning by linking the scene to a 

-

challenge some elements of their designs, others pass 

unquestioned - as we will see in the next example.

Figure 3: Henning Tietz, Radiowerkstatt
2012
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The illustration by Till Laßmann is an example for all the 

points addressed so far. Till was asked to represent an 

idealized rendering of a company’s employee gender 

ratio but the issue was only addressed once the client 

client that the image showed an equal number of fe-

male and male employees, the representation of ethnic 

any discussion. 

-

missioned Till to illustrate their internal processes. The 

-

structure. The building in the foreground at the bottom 

left represents the company’s headquarters, the eight 

-

-

ness. The insurance’s employees are marked with blue 

jackets. 

In his initial pencilled sketch (Figure 10

people in the headquarters only three were women, 

recognizable by their hairstyles. When Till presented the 

sketch, his client asked him to draw half of the emplo-

yees as women, in particular those in the building and 

in the large circle in the middle. Till incorporated these 

requests in his second sketch (Figure 11) and based 

strokes (Figure 12

Figure 4: Henning Tietz, Radiowerkstatt -

Figure 5: Henning Tietz, Radiowerkstatt
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Figure 7: Henning Tietz, Radiowerkstatt
 Radiowerkstatt

Figure 6: Henning Tietz, Radiowerkstatt,
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-

mes. In the top row six frames show female heads, six 

be distinguished based on the suggested hairstyles as 

well. At the centre, the circle now hosts three female 

and two male employees. The clients they interact with, 

-

to a blue-dressed employee at the bottom right of the 

drawing (Figures.13,14,15

are interesting in the context of this essay. They exem-

plify a problem related to that of gender representation 

hand for “Arab,” “African,” and “Chinese” further pins 

them down as international business contacts. From 

the third (rather than dots like the eyes of all the other 

things the client took issue with. 

client’s “international business contacts” is not just a 

because it says “this is what Arabs, Chinese people 

and Africans look like, this is how you can tell.” This 

decision passed unchallenged by the client, possibly 

Figure 9: Henning Tietz, Radiowerkstatt,
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also more generally be understood as an example of 

how illustration communicates based on recognizable 

eyes and skin colour. This is especially true when the 

example, draw them standing on outlines of their res-

-

nally, the fact that the representation of the international 

businessmen was not put into question by Till’s client 

-

many (or at least the importance of subscribing to that 

opinions of at least two people need to be reconciled. 

This reconciliation can happen by way of negotiation 

between the illustrator and the client or ultimately by 

imposition through the client. When I started thinking 

about this subject, I assumed that illustrators were ide-

what I expected, when I asked colleagues for examples 

I found more cases of clients asking for representations 

The three examples discussed in this essay could 

Figure10: Till Lassmann, Untitled (Added Value Circle), initial sketch, for Euler Hermes, 2012
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men and women not spending too much time thinking 

about the symbolic and political dimensions of gender 

representation. In all three cases it was the clients who 

-

the images they commission and use in their commu-

nication. And it is also possible that illustrators in a kind 

to anticipate the expectations of their clients and tend 

towards more traditional representations of gender to 

and editors highlight the complex process of making 

commissioned illustrations. The question how gender 

is negotiated in this process will merit future research, 

-

tion and both professional and personal agendas and 

those of the media they work for. 

impression and content of their images—despite the 

compromise. Some of the decisions they make about 

what they show in an image are renegotiated, but with 

or without discussion other aspects pass unedited and 

remain in the image. Certainly, the illustrator’s liberty to 

focus on some aspects in their images rather than on 

reality does this image suggest?” and “whose perspec-

Figure 11: Till Lassmann, Untitled 
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Figure 12: Till Lassmann, Untitled 
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Thomas Barwick
in a range of illustration contexts, from editorial through 
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 “The more you rely on good tools, the more boring your 
sculpture will be.” 

destroying a third of the screen, a mass of scrambled 

screen; the irony hadn’t escaped me as I sat writing 

about glitches and error, my laptop bleeding out before 

couldn’t see the distorted damaged screen, just the 

screen I had damaged not the image the image re-

mained untouched, existing somewhere intangible, and 

it’s that intangibility, materiality, that this paper will broad-

ly explore.

The interface between image-maker and software is an 

established relationship. Illustrators complete images, or 

create them from scratch, with a sense of control and 

mastery. This paper will explore digital processes that 

release control from the image-maker, by reconnecting 

digital practice with traditional processes that adopt 

a similar approach to materials and tools by holding 

There has been real engagement with the materiality of 

software throughout the past two decades, separated 

and the found glitch. The aspect of my practice I want 

to use, to examine error and the materiality of software, 

is most closely related to digital work, associated with 

that has become associated with digital practice that 

either creates a software error to alter the image through 

altering the code, or locates unintentional errors with 

systems at the point of failure: communications, soft-

ware, media technologies – systemic materials at the 

the computers inherent maxims as a façade, to trick 

artwork subsequently rapidly breaks out of. As a result 

the spectator is forced to acknowledge that the use of 

while in reality the computer is a machine to be bent or 

errors, or glitches make us aware of the materiality of 

form.

Similarly, painters and sculptors in the 20th century 

material being used.  Josef Albers and Anni Albers, who 

-

ing the impact this had on them as artists and teachers, 

-

-

the demands of the materials and the technique’. Cen-

tral to this critique is the sense that western art, prior 

understanding the true qualities of the material and used 

it to look for material qualities that I can identify in digital 

She’s Lost Control

Figure 1: Dora’s Flame by D.Szauder, 2013
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images that use, chance and unpredictability, using the 

materials’ innate qualities as part of their process.

In traditional illustration practice, error or non-digital 

-

ements: the artist, the tools employed and the materials 

illuminating results when they work with inaccuracy, and 

where a mistake is an opportunity to do something else. 

-

and for it to work the artist needs to become less sub-

explains, are not really elements you know you are look-

as saying that the artist must be totally free of the sub-

of practice may feel esoteric and left of centre but as 

soon as we consider the way that tools and materials 

are used by contemporary illustrators it becomes clear 

use tools and materials to force error and to create 

unpredictability as a part of their image making. They 

Ian Pollock. Here, in practices of this type, tools and 

materials are chosen for their ability to amplify the type 

Materials like cut paper, hard board and watercolour, 

tools, scissors, leaky pens, scalpels, etc. It’s a complex 

set of actions, one following the other, a chain reaction 

of responses. Chance plays a large part in the process, 

and the judgments made are like the judgments of the 

gambler at the roulette table, there is a strategy, but it’s 

strategy based on the acceptance of chance and un-

through marks on the page as they unfold through the 

image making process. 

Agnes Martin makes a useful connection I want to 

draw your attention to, when she links the process of 

purer form, a more automatic interpretation, of the inspi-

-

-

ing while making art; as a process she sees it as a rigid 

modes of thought, open to chance, error and loss of 

software.

-

strict discipline, that if applied to a software suggest that 

it’s inabilities, its lack of real intelligence that exists be-

yond pure logic is a strength. Much contemporary think-

ing about computers and code has anointed them with 

-

puter as autonomous miracle worker is a familiar per-

mathematics of a computer’s graphics software, and to 

of clay, a pot of ink or a bath of etching acid. Looking 

software more clearly as a material, by a process of 

elimination. Establishing what it can’t do creates a better 

focus on its capabilities as a material.

replicate machines, throughout the 20th century. Cy 

Twombly making automatic drawings in the dark, or 

working in horizontal lines with dabs of black ink of 

-

of paintings that are made traditionally, realistic portraits 

painted in oil, set in gold frames, that he completes by 

dipping them partly, or fully, into a bath of enamel paint 

want to make people think. I want to make them think 

about what’s there and what’s not there, what’s lost and 

using this in a similar way to the way that glitch images 

depictions.

She’s Lost Control
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What we are seeing is the artist making a conscious 

-

als, and techniques, to raise our awareness of both. It 

qualities of software. If we replace the bath of enamel 

the enamel paint, it has no sense of right or wrong it 

just submits to the material process, situating the artist’s 

-

tation by the process and the materials. This positioning 

is an important measure of the type of traditional prac-

tices that will yield useful research that can be applied 

to the type of digital practice I am interested in. Those 

that create that point at which control is lost and auto-

-

I’ll use two examples from the world of sport and mu-

sic to extend our understanding of how error through 

chance to increase the pleasure of playing and spec-

tating. Football is a good example. The aim of the game 

hazard of the ball hitting the post and going in or going 

a battle between control and acceptance of error, like 

the illustrator the footballer accepts this lack of control. 

as they go, there is no script to follow; the story of an 

image like the story of a football match, is written in real 

-

tors in the process.

the unpredictability of the performance. The most ac-

curate way to understand music is to read the score 

but it’s immensely more enjoyable to hear the music, 

-

ing, as your brain automatically interprets it, accepting 

that it will be an imperfect replica of the musical score, 

an interpretation that brings a new truth to the materi-

of a DJ, scratching, is perfect example of how glitching 

exposes a material’s actual nature, a musical glitch 

misusing the record decks, forcing them to reinterpret 

the music on the disc, ripping open the material nature 

of the music, exposing its nature by dragging a needle 

own practice, which I will explain in the next section. As 

-

the manipulation of what’s already there. Thinking about 

scratching fed the way I am working with error by simply 

identifying that sense of something new being hidden 

She’s Lost Control
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the image, in the same way as the DJ interferes with 

The impetus for this paper came about through work 

done in my own practice, so I will now shift the paper’s 

focus from theory to practice and use that work to 

get closer still to an understanding of the materiality of 

software, embedding that into a far broader range of 

traditional materials, as a material process, that mimics 

make the drawings and then how I treat the software as 

a material when I alter them digitally, then demonstrate 

The drawings are created in graphite, a combination 

of graphite powder for the ground, used in an impro-

d’Ache used to bring out the detail. It’s the type of 

process I described earlier, one that many illustrators 

and error; the focus is on action research. I work with 

a sense of the whole image and its likeness. Attempt-

ing to do the things that Agnes Martin speaks about, 

shutting things down, getting into a little dance between 

myself and the materials that results in an image. I scan 

-

CS4 onwards they called the new feature Con-

2010. It’s not designed to do this. That’s where error 

of the digital side of the process. Content-Aware Fill is 

tin can that’s spoiling a beach shot, or a stranger’s bald 

head poking out from behind father and daughter; it’s 

-

structions and jump outside of the Adobe design team’s 

the software this type of odd unexpected selection, it 

- and - chance based approach in the real world. There 

has been work made using it with typography and pho-

I made that connection, then through action research 

I found that if I did this with the drawings I had been 

more. Starting with an image that was already created 

through chance and error in that complex, consciously 

extra layer of processing and alteration, I pushed the 

images into places that I would not of taken them in 

-

sonal, inconsiderate, thoughtless, clueless’.   (Martin, 

There are aspects of what the software is doing that are 

remarkable, qualities that cannot easily be replicated in 

She’s Lost Control

The ability to undo and redo the process, while be-

dipped’. There is a safety net, and the risk experienced 

when dashing down a line with a reed pen, or whacking 

and redoing the process is something that it lends itself 

well to, and I use a lot. Undoing isn’t anything new, but 

of thousands of calculations, undoing a process,  rather 

than the undoing of a series of steps. At an almost mi-

compares pixels from inside the selected area of the 

image and from outside and then swaps them around, 

would be like being able to take tiny sections of oil paint 

-

areas of an image could be selected, their scale and 

-

-

of the software, within its set of rules, he is right, it can’t 

-

ror’ we are looking for, anything in the image that feels 

wrong, in the same way that an illustrator looks for lucky 
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mistakes when working traditionally, is an illusion. The 

error is our own mistaken perception of what the mate-

drawing paper, it’s now a grid of pixels. And so like in 

glitch imaging, we see the material nature of the digital 

image staring us in the face though our perception of 

-

cess, and the trick is that we told the computer it was 

alright when it wasn’t. We told it we wanted to scramble 

a drawing, and that that was alright, but it wasn’t really 

alright at all, it was going to mess that image right up, 

-

puter didn’t know what a drawing was. All it is working 

-

ing’ them together in a new pattern. Is that authorship? It 

To do this let’s think about what would happen from 

and Jazz Saxophonist, John Coltrane, if they were 

select any part of the pitch and relocate anything on 

that pitch anywhere he wanted, instantaneously and 

repeatedly, Coltrane could take the whole of his perfor-

mance, select a part and re-order it, taking notes from 

any part of the session and putting them elsewhere, 

while also sampling notes from other sections outside 

of his selection, reordering them with a set of rules 

that will make them tonally harmonious, in the same 

way that Content-Aware Fill is coded to look for tones 

a super-smart England Manager, and the computer 

know how to interpret a football match, it doesn’t know 

what Jazz is, it certainly has no clue what a decent 

blind drunk and spin him around three times and you’re 

-

Wasted out of his mind, Hodgson still understands what 

a football is, what grass is, if it’s raining. The software 

can detect these things but it can’t understand them. A 

digital camera can detect faces, but it can’t really; it’s an 

face-ness has had to be re-interpreted as mathematical 

on measuring rectangular shapes, but there is still no 

real understanding of what a face is.    (Viola, P. Jones, 

And yet for all this stated simplicity the software is 

-

derstanding of what is tangibly happening when I use 

Content-Aware Fill: the maths, the algorithms are far 

beyond me. With traditional materials, I don’t sweat it, 

that I don’t know what the chemistry of cobalt blue is, 

understanding of. It’s an interesting aspect of the rela-

tionship to the materiality of software, this incomprehen-

sion of each other: each author unaware of the others’ 

methods.

This research began with the idea that automatic inter-

image making, but when I looked at its material nature 

I was able to extend that idea and situate digital within 

a bigger framework of material use, through history, by 

-

morphic component. Print-making and bronze casting 

make good examples, in etching a drawing is made on 

a copper plate then burnt into with acid, and in bronze 

casting molten metal is poured into a cast, both pro-

cesses that lock the author out of the picture tempo-

She’s Lost Control

Figure 3: Anon. Contentawaretypography.tumblr.com,           

accessed May 2014
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She’s Lost Control

Figure 4: Anon, Contentawaretypography.tumblr.com,           

accessed May 2014
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She’s Lost Control

rarily. It’s similar to the way Content-Aware Fill works 

in a mass across the surface of the image without the 

elemental rules are applied. Digital work created in this 

way can be incorporated into a far larger picture of arts 

practice, where the nature of the material, and the way it 

is asked to process an image remotely, is a component 

part of the authorship of the piece. The scope of this 

paper does not allow for close analysis of how artists 

-

search will take an ethnographic approach, to get closer 

their material processes and then apply that back to 

digital image making that uses automatic interpretation. 
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1 – Introduction

hardware or software causing a machine to temporarily 

malfunction. In recent years, the art world has seen the 

-

ing interest in glitch and noise within the arts and broader 

media sphere, this new aesthetic emerging within the 

-

of contemporary glitch takes many forms but frequently 

way deformed or disjointed – fractured, fragmented and 

pixelated images, displaying colour discrepancies and a 

range of artefacts that form a break with the expected 

-

rors may be further enhanced or augmented by jumps 

-

ly included under the glitch art umbrella are examples 

graphics, emulations of MS Paint style graphics, or 3D 

graphics exhibiting strange geometries and eye-watering 

colour combinations. The current glitch aesthetic is root-

than within more analogue technologies.

form. This paper seeks to examine the glitch phenome-

to understand and analyse this emerging form, and con-

textualise glitch practices in relation to wider concerns, 

the re-emergence of craft as a key concern and moti-

glitch can be put to use as a lens through which we can 

examine illustration as a set of processes and practices 

-

-

egorization of glitch.

 

Menkman’s The Glitch Moment(um) 

under the glitch umbrella. Menkman approaches the 

categorisation of glitch as a tripartite set of artefacts 

These occurrences are often inherently unwelcomed 

moments that foster disillusionment, but also illuminate 

our attention to the qualities of the medium and it’s mate-

riality. This genuine error may be appropriated and utilized 

or rejected as an unwanted aberration. 

In the second instance the glitch is instigated through 

rewiring or other tampering with the hardware, or through 

software manipulation such as databending (editing 

and is the key focus for Menkman’s thesis. Within the 

instigated glitch the artist employs critical judgement in 

-

be catastrophic. As she argues, “The perfect glitch ex-

ists, momentarily, at the shocking tipping point between 

here for the glitch - once incorporated into culture - to 

act not only as an aesthetic object, but also to act as a 

-

are taken to their logical conclusion through processes 

aesthetic of glitch, yet lack the inherent critical dialogue 

that is established between the glitch and the medium in 

which it is born.

who argues that the error, glitch, or accident, are always 

already inherent within the object or process from the 

accident, contemporary culture tends to fetishize these 

unintended consequences, most famously articulated by 
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 Crash 

-

-

cident emerging: Firstly the unintended crash that is the 

by our protagonists monitoring police radio channels like 

contemporary glitch hunters monitoring tech forums. 

see the choreography of the ideal crash, meticulously 

of pure collision between body and machine. 

our most potent consumer durable, the car crash may 

or momentum within the glitch occurs at the moment of 

of the glitch is wholly dependent upon both the artist rec-

ognising the potential of the moment, and the further ac-

The sense of awe that both Menkman and Verillio allude 

melancholic subject matter of the Sublime, which ar-

ticulates our sense of wonder when presented with the 
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Miltos Manetas (Figure 1
art’, Videos After Video Game

-

tionship with games technology is absent and we are left 

 Minecraft, 

take him to the boundaries of the Minecraft game terrain 

where the software begins to break down as it reach-

-

es become common features at the edge of the digital 

unknown geographies of the earth and space of earlier 

-

bilities of the tangible world.

The accident, and the chaos it brings about, has long 

the author. A comparison can be made here with that of 

the traditional skilled artisan who is aware of the uncertain 

Noise is present in many illustrators practice and relates 

directly to this desire for spontaneity and a willingness to 
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Figure 2
with components that conjure a discordant, almost kinet-

Unplanned Magic series 

that seem to refer to the accidental, unpredictable nature 

of mechanical printmaking processes.

such as sketchbooks and experimental inquiry into ma-

Error, as errant heading, suggests ways in which failure, 

It is precisely within the spaces of exploration and exper-

imentation - in which unforeseen juxtapositions coalesce 

or the failure of material integrity emerges - that new po-

tentials of expression and meaning begin to form.

This self-conscious act, to enable or instigate an acci-

-

ated by the modern frenzied media landscape illustrat-

application of illustrated, digitally printed garments. The 

-
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-

ners, which combined with generic repeat patterns, clip 

art and pop-up windows remind us of the often-arbitrary 

means by which images are shared and reassigned in 

contemporary society, reiterating the pollution of meaning 

-

-

-

in contemporary periodicals and online resources such 

as worldwide.imgltd.org
practitioners who draw inspiration from our technologi-

multiple interfaces or windows, or the absent-minded 

-

al component, and in so doing describes and satirises 

the enthusiastic acceptance of our digital landscape. 

This satirical glitch attitude is most prominent within 

the animated works of Cyriak Harris (Figure 6

of taste and alert us to the normalisation of contemporary 

and relentless aesthetic confronts us with the sublime 

terror of the relentless proliferation of the banal within 

popular culture.   

Whilst artists such as Cyriak and Manetas’s continue to 
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examine 21st century culture, identifying illustrators that 

employ these approaches within contemporary prac-

the re-interpretation of the digital glitch within analogue 

crash. The illustrator has little opportunity or use for the 

pure glitch form suggested by Menkman, or the instigat-

professional practice, the pressures of time, and the ex-

pectations of clients frequently force the illustrator away 

from the indulgence of exploring and using the error in 

a meaningful way. Instead the illustrator is more likely to 

adopt Menckman’s glitch-like imagery, the controlled, or 

-

ceptance of glitch artefacts within the mainstream dilutes 

-

-

tion or re-formation of cultural products, styles, or ideas 

new approaches to breaking and re-forming. As culture 

a 
la -

the unexpected, and an awareness of when the break in 

Illustrators are criticised for appropriation of stylistic con-

ceits and a willing eagerness to follow trends rather than 

process and engagement with technologies that acci-

dents occur and new forms emerge. 

-

interfaces – it seems important to understand how some 

-

would be to suggest that it is a logical continuation of 

the 20th Century’s artistic traditions such as of the cut-

-

ments of these concerns and histories embedded within 

amorphous term - a canopy who’s tenants slip under 

and out of. These terms can be expanded to include 

much more than might immediately come to mind. This 

is because at their core they’re simply a loose link to a 

key concept: the interest in the “mistake”, the interest in 

-

-

tions, backgrounds, and positions, with an equally broad 

-

20th Century. 

Importantly, at the same time that glitch has erupted into 

cultural consciousness, a parallel, and seemingly oppo-

sitional resurgence of craft has taken place across the 

been characterized in particular with an interest in tradi-

of 3D and 2D imagery utilizing papercraft or woodwork-

-

ber of digital processes and tools that can either repli-

less arduous, in many cases there is frequently a purist 

approach to manual working exhibited by artists working 

within these areas.

Human’ debate is a well trodden, if banal, path for the 

student of illustration, with a longer history within the 

possible to think of these as diametrically opposed prac-

tices, we suggest that it is better to think of these two 

contemporary phenomena as a symptom of the same 

social and cultural conditions – a fascination, and at the 

-

culture; and a need to re-connect with materiality and 

nostalgic aspect to both areas of practice that perhaps 

suggest a last-ditch attempt to re-connect with the past 
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may also suggest that these practices signal the emer-

is the primary site of the intangible hyper-reality symbolic 

of modern culture. 

-

most often think of the digital as a texture-less, imma-

terial space in which our interaction is limited to the feel 

of plastic or metal and the glow of the screen - and the 

images of the glitch aesthetic promote an a-temporal and 

-

ality or meta-materiality that constitutes the digital space. 

-

aspect of materiality engaged with by the glitch aesthetic 

is that of the texture of the constituent parts of the digital 

-

stituent parts and assemblages that constitute the mate-

riality of these seemingly intangible objects. These range 

from the hardware, physical, and energy infrastructure 
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that contains and enables the code and software to run, 

the historic location of this instance of code in relation to 

-

stand how perception, action, politics, meanings (and, 

and animal bodies, but also in much more ephemeral, 

weird materialities that do not necessarily bend to human 

eyes and ears are not only touchable objects, but also 

modulations of electrical, magnetic, and light energies, in 

which also power is nowadays embedded.

We should also include here as part of this materiality the 

externalities of digital materiality - the detritus and waste 

-

olution such as the toxic heaps of redundant technology 

in China. 

Code can be acted upon, altered, purposed or re-pur-

posed in a number of ways through software manipu-

way that metal can be bent or shaped, tempered or 

melted; yet retains within it limitations and characteristics 

itself is a manifestation of the “way current processors 

are engineered, how data is organized to be processed 

raster-line based.”

code, which is expressed and manipulated through im-

aging software, and corrupted through data hacking or 

encoding and interpretation of bits and strings, comput-

er expressions of electrical interactions within physical 

objects, and displayed to us through the brick-like pixel 

that has been steadily hidden but not fully eradicated by 

Instigated glitches require an engagement with and un-

derstanding of these material aspects of digital technolo-

-

force us to consider the hidden skeleton, musculature, 

and sinew beneath the digital skin of contemporary com-

apparent. 

The contemporary craft resurgence within illustration urg-

of the material qualities and grain of source materials. For 

example the elaborate woodcraft of A.J.Fosik’s ornamen-

(Figure 8

pronouncements all bring the grain or physical presence 

of their material to the fore. Similarly, glitch artists seek 

out and incorporate the digital grain and material qualities 

of the source-code’s expression like they would a knot in 

-
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owski’s digital animation Going to the Store
it’s companion Late for Meeting Figure 9 -

strates perfectly what happens when a user instigated 

(in this case errors that occur when linking a skeleton to 

a mannequin-like body, and subsequent application of 

poorly designed walk cycles, within 3D software such 

This work plays upon and draws attention to the pletho-

-

utilising the error as a tool for disrupting our preconcep-

a knowing reference to the experiences of digital artists 

Sennett’s writings on digital work in The Craftsman

present us with compelling reasons to consider digital 

work as forms of craft despite centuries of opposition to 

-

ing contradiction in the argument for the glitch as craft-

like may be found in the juxtaposition of contemporary 

dissembling rather than skilled making. Furthermore, craft 

a predetermined outcome that seemingly eludes the 

the outside there appears little skill or dedication in glitch 

working. 
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-

-

goal to the production of glitch imagery beyond satisfy-

glitch work requires more than the rudimentary ability to 

-

derstanding of the limits and potential of digital systems 

in order to successfully explore and create within these 

to create per se, but that there is a need to learn, test, 

-

Indeed, the rapid onset of digital technology has left 

many behind, and whilst the modern illustrator or digital 

artist may be highly skilled at using Photoshop, it is likely 

that few understand the mechanics behind the image 

-

-

cy of restricting our interaction with technology to one 

of surface engagement rather than deep understanding, 

state of being – they are either working or they are not.  

-

faces paradoxically creates a distance between the user 

is an urgent need for digital literacy in contemporary so-

ciety, and in particular an understanding of the tools that 

question and analyse their role and existence. Seemingly 

materiality behind the glossy façade of the digital world, 

we are forced to consider its presence. 

in more than the ability to instigate the glitch or its simple 

presence, but in the tacit knowledge that indicates how 

far the source material can be pushed before it breaks 

completely, and at which point the glitch has critical or 

editing to transform the output into something of critical 

control and usability to the artist in need of a quick glitch 

the unpredictable nature of the pure or instigated glitch, 

forcing the artist to tread generic paths rather than seek 

-

tween craftsmanship and workmanship is the degree of 

certainty in the process and outcome, with the former 

representing the always uncertain work of the artisan 

maker; the latter the regulated output of factory produc-

of risk’, containing the distinct possibility of failure, but 

also the potential for the unexpected and outstanding. 

Meanwhile, Pye concludes, the “workmanship of cer-

tainty has not yet found out, except in certain restrict-

-

nels, and the glitch attitude often contains a political di-

-

-

waste printed textiles from around the globe were import-

demand for cheap clothing. The printed material consist-

ed of layered and jumbled iconography, mixing images of 

popular culture such as Disney characters, with random 

patterns to create a haphazard assemblage. The nausea 

inducing kinetic qualities of the distorted repeat patterns 

-

like experience in which the channel noise, or feedback, 

-

nal detached position, the representation of the resulting 

garments and textiles can be considered a political com-

-

es are instigated out of the brutality of necessity. 
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the possibility of unexpected disruption through its ap-

propriation and re-presentation, the instigated glitch 

demonstrates a purposeful non-conformism in rejecting 

- rather than the glitch aesthetic - questions social order 

-

formism, and may, in turn, inform and dictate broader 

-

-

thetic or interpretation may take. Whilst we may concede 

-

ciding which glitch artefacts become part of the wider 

cultural sphere - as does the skill with which the artist 

utilizes the tools of disruption - the outcome of glitch-

the possibility of radical change or break from the estab-

lished or traditional.

contemporary craft turn, we can see glitch as a “sys-

of aesthetic production. Whilst Morris was concerned 

-

objects and their makers, contemporary glitching can be 

computer image construction and the technology giants 

who package and control them – in glitch the tools are 

the tools in the way that they were intended to be used. 

Sound editing applications become image-generators, 

and the ubiquitous text editor that comes with all modern 

not a rejection wholesale of the digital, instead a call to 

-

borg relationship.

This paper set out to examine glitch and its relationship 

-

temporary culture. The paper suggest that glitch shares 

many characteristics with the contemporary and historic 

turn to craft, and in some ways can be seen as an exten-

-

ly cyborg-like relationship to modern technology. 

were being applied across a range of practices. It con-

it will likely succumb to the forms of cultural appropriation 

-

-

tal forms of digital creation within illustration compared to 

argue by the demands of industry practices and a lack 

of digital literacy emerging from an increasingly closed 

-

Figure 10. Waste Painting #1
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relation to an understanding and craftsmanship of digital 

tools as it has towards the re-engagement with the sig-

We suggest therefore that illustration, in order to remain a 

more integrated and enlightened engagement with mod-

the digital machines that they rely upon in their daily cre-

experimenters rather than followers. We are not therefore 

force. In doing so, the work of illustrators may also help 

-

ence and lead them to similarly become aware of the 

-

the digital glitch and the analogue craft alike.
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He has produced children’s books, editorial illustra-

tions and design commissions as well as establishing 

a career in education. Since 1997 he has worked at 

in Visual Communication, Theoretical studies and Fine 

since 2006. His current research is centered on trans 

Contact Information

Professor of Illustration
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illusionists of 19th Century Europe and we the audience 

can aid the whole experience by our credulity, all rational 

thought suspended for a period of time. Just pausing 

wholly implausible objects, no beginnings, no end, it 

in 1934 and has been well known since, largely through 

the working drawings of MC Escher. Escher introduced 

impossible landscapes and designed forms through his 

mastery of line and tone, much of his work appearing 

as woodcuts or lithographs for public purchase. 

-

not necessarily what the person next to us is experienc-

ing, therefore we can ask, what is real?

When we study the Penrose Tribar, a triangle composed 

what were seeing. Ceci n’est pas une Pipe is a painting 

announces ’this is not a pipe’, we look again, there 

is what can only be described as an instrument for 

object is depicted but the label questions its existence. 

The irrationality is testament to Surrealist thinking but 

there’s something else happening as well. The refer-

ence to the pipe not being a pipe infers that the image 

of the pipe is not a pipe, it’s an image. The painting is 

-

tions both by the artist himself but also by others who 

reproduction right fees I asked my son to produce a 

digital rendition, again extending the deception one 

stage further, an iteration of something that is not what it 

purports to be. It’s interesting to note that the actual title 

of the painting is La Trahison des Images, the treason of 

conscious experience. In another painting by Magritte, 

Decalcomania, 1966, we see a man and his silhouette. 

The silhouette represents an absence of material, a 

hole. Here Magritte is letting thought reign free, unteth-

by contradiction, ambiguity and illusion. It’s interesting 

the way the bizarre is treated as an impersonal matter of 

-

not the real world but of an internal representation of the 

world. A good example is when a stick is submerged in 

liquid, to the eye it appears bent. We might say the stick 

is actually bent, but it only appears bent when the light 

straight pattern.

of a generation that grew up through the infancy of Pop 

Culture. It may not surprise many that he is probably 

This is not a Pipe,
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-

recent commission. In 2011 Varoom, the magazine 

published by the Association of Illustrators underwent a 

change of format and who better to depict change than 

at his most mesmerizing he creates problems and then 

utilizing isometric projections, he follows an irrational 

a rational image maker, his intention is to communicate 

-

tion on its head. In the Art of Change, Hardie deliber-

tables, features are changed, erased, replaced, colours 

transform and composition shifts. We are forced into 

trickery but ordered by rules. It has been recounted 

of rules, rules of function that might come from a client, 

rules of reproduction by what’s possible on the press, 

rules imposed by the audience and context. Finally the 

a world as a complex of interconnected shapes, forms, 

objects and rules.

imagination. We choose to allow our rational side to 

suspend belief; artists can supply us with new guide-

nothing is quite what it seems.

George Hardie, The Art of Change, cover of Varoom, 

Errordite [sic]: seeing is not believing
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Gary Embury
experience. Clients include 

Telegraph, Radio Times
New Scientist, The Sunday Times Review, and many 

2006 and took part in a dis-

Front Row programme hosted by 

-

programme at The Topolski Studio in London. He is edi-

tor in chief of Reportager.org an online journal showcas-

ing and initiating projects in the area of drawn reportage. 

The website is an editorial space for reportage projects 

of projects and good practice in the area of reportage 

-

and Chaired Witness
and documentary Drawing Symposium.

Contact Information

Senior Lecturer Illustration

Email: editor: www.reportager.org
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http://www.reportager.org
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-

portage and documentary drawing programme hosted 

by the Feliks Topolski studio in London. The programme 

artists and chroniclers of the 20th century. Six young 

reportage artists spend three months working towards 

the production of an illustrated printed broadsheet 

chronicling the 21st century, just as Feliks Topolski did 

of the 20th century. 

Feliks Topolski has been sadly neglected in the public 

known illustrator-artist and chroniclers of his day. 

Topolski hand printed and distributed internationally a 

bi-monthly chronicle of his reportage drawing on brown 

butcher’s paper, distributing his work to a wide interna-

tional audience (Figure 1

-

fronts in the second half of the twentieth century, and 

concentration camp. He also produced portraits of 

well-known writers and politicians including portraits of 

designed and painted a six hundred foot mural called 

Memoir of the century depicting key social, political and 

cultural moments of the century which he had wit-

Figure 1: Topolski’s Chronicle

Figure 2: Topolski’s Chronicle, Singapore

Figure 2

the autumn of 2013 based at the Topolski Studio. Six 

artists, not in employment education or training, were 

drawing in and around London. The residents worked 

with professional artists culminating in a broadsheet 

designed and printed on the studios own printing press. 

worked with the students documenting locations as 

-

-

Figures 3 and 4

The programme culminated in three exhibitions, The 

The residents also designed and ran workshops with 

members of the public in reportage drawing. Following 

is ran, culminating in a printed chronicle and an exhibi-

The programme has so far recruited students who are 

graduates from Illustration and Fine Art degrees. The 

postgraduate reportage drawing programme. The inten-

tion for the future is to run a parallel residency working 

with young people with little or no art training. This will 
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feet

and challenging experience.

There has generally been a growing interest in drawing 

in higher education.  A number of drawing organisations 

residents generally come to the programme with a fairly 

culmination of their studies at HE. 

Figure 5). 
Many students in Higher Education desperately try to 

the importance of content and apply their work to hypo-

cannibalistic way of working. Andrew Selby in Drawing – 

The Purpose comments,

style as something that goes in and out of fashion. It’s 

-

-

istic on the spot reportorial drawing, challenging what 

documentary drawing can or could be. Drawing on the 

working with real content, encourages the artists to 

Figure 3: Printing at the studio

-

-

tations of what or how to negotiate a location or in what 

isn’t stressed (Figure 6). 

scenes in cafés, people on the subway, architecture 

and cityscapes. They publish their work online through 

blogs and social media. This communal, global par-
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aligns itself more closely to photojournalism. Drawn 

drawing. A reportorial documentary bias is something 

which distinguishes the Topolski residency from a purely 

-

inquiry days (Figure 7). The artists’ presence changed 

the proceedings. The artists are not journalists but often 

 

what war is, about its immediate impact subject and its 

-

-

encourages. Visual language is important but also new 

-

falger Square, London

protests
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the way work is produced, recorded and distributed. 

Inspiration can be taken from the way in which photo-

locations by master class artists, exercises and other 

a safety-net way of working. For instance, Peloton 

Drawing, where artists’ crocodile walk in a line through a 

location using the artist in front to support the sketch-

the drawing and creates it’s own momentum and narra-

-

tators. Taking control and drawing with another artist’s 

of them. Issues of personal space, relinquishing control 

and new insights gained are important aspects of these 

exercises in order to open up new ways of working, 

pushing the boundaries of what reportage drawing can 

be. 

It’s interesting to watch reportage artists at work on the 

same location (Figure 8). Some artists try to remain 

use their drawings to reconstruct a scene at a later 

combination of drawing and photography or re-interpret 

to be spontaneous refusing to post rationalise or 

additions, alterations or exclusions. 

protests
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of notation then reconstructs this after the drawing is 

complete (Figures 9 and 10
more readily to someone spending time drawing them 

-

raised such as what are our responsibilities as produc-

ers and consumers of this material? 

noise and people swirling around the circus and disap-

pearing down the plughole of the underground. Alistair 

impossible for any of the illustrators to draw exactly what 

the scene in front them was literally changing by the 

time in motion, whereas a reportage artist can only cap-

ture the semblance or impression of that time to then be 

represented on to a two dimensional image. I would edit 

my footage later, whereas they are necessarily employ-

things out, as the reality before them unfolds at such a 

frenetic pace that they cannot possibly hope to truthfully 

record : although of course, in many ways they can 

the more organic mediation of their own consciousness 

and perception.’

Drawing can be quite spontaneous, there is an element 

which may in many ways describe more accurately the 

practice of reportage drawing, which often captures 

minutes or hours rather than seconds, capturing a 

in one drawing. They are almost like multiple drawings, 

-

imation, you get more of a sense of time-based media 

with the drawing rather than a single frozen moment in 

time (Figure 11).

-

-

making share similar processes when it comes to edit-

-

ing, cutting down, repositioning, erasing and emphasis-

-

sarily in order to represent exactly what happened, but 

rather to re-present what you think the audience might 

actually need to see’. 

and the internet - can reportage drawing compete? 

(Figure 12) Are we adding anything to the mix or 

debate, and are there examples where drawn reportage 

Programme continues to promote and challenge what 

reportage drawing can be. In the age of the digitally 

-

Figure 12: A group drawing of the Houses of

Parliament,London
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tribute to our perceptions of social, political issues, war 

-

of photojournalism.

Magazine. I fought the law and the drawer won. The 

Association of Illustrators, Winter 2009

-

ed at the World Documentary Film and TV Conference 

-
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Mireille Faucon Mireille Fauchon is illustrator and educator, her work is 

often inspired by local and personal stories and plays 

the ensuing muddle of such misconceptions and mis-

understandings. In 2011 Mireille illustrated a new edition 

of Anthony Hope’s The Prisoner of Zenda published by 

-

side Mireille Fauchon at the Interpretation symposium.

history books and artist’s books, including the Familiars 

series, where contemporary artists are asked to pro-

fourcornersbooks.co.uk

College of Art, 2005, and an M.A Communication Art & 

Contact Information

Mireille Fauchon

Email: hello@mireillefauchon.com
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‘A real king’s life is perhaps a hard one;

student. We were discussing approaches to illustrating 

literature and someone had brought in the Four Corners 

large and square-ish, saddle–stitched, no spine, soft 

The only suggestion to the contents was the brazen-

beauty’.

much like a magazine, with pulled out headers, and 

cigarettes featuring beautiful, lusty looking young men. 

their approach to working with such a well-known and 

I later learned the idea for the Familiars began as a way 

familiar text which could be openly interpreted depend-

ing on the points of interest of the artist. This was not 

limited to producing imagery; design, layout, format 

place for a more experimental, conceptual approach to 

design and illustration. 

ideas for a new Familiars edition. The Prisoner of Zenda 

was a book more from my father’s childhood than my 

own. I had read the book as a child helplessly drawn 

an adult I was less struck by the romp and recognised 

was originally published in the late 19th century; dark, 

entered into legal and academic language to be used 

as a placeholder name when one was required when 

discussing hypothetical situations. 

Themes of mistaken identity and doubling run through-

he happens to be the exact doppelganger of the soon 

the region, steps into his place to assume the royal role 

melodrama and romance follow. 

Ideas surrounding the blurring of distinctions particu-

muddles are common threads throughout my work, 

so when the opportunity to propose an idea for a new 

Familiar The Prisoner of Zenda seemed an apt choice. 

I quickly had an idea; wouldn’t it be interesting to push 

further these concepts of misinterpretation, confusion 

and mistaken identity? I wrote to Four Corners explain-

The Prisoner of Zenda:

Figure 1, , published by 

Figure 2. The Familiars Series, published by Four Corners 
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emblems and symbols of national heritage. I proposed 

that the artefacts could be more recognised indicators 

of cultural identity such as maps, heraldry, photographs, 

but we could also consider bric-a-brac, curio and 

trinkets which could be a way of alluding to some of the 

land. If the design of the book was also considered 

journal of sorts, an unsuspecting reader, someone 

unfamiliar with the story might possibly be seduced into 

I submitted the proposal and thought about it no more, 

email informing me I was on the short list and would 

would look like. I forwarded on an aerial photograph of a 

-

a greetings postcard of a landscape, a postage stamp 

and a scribbled note featuring the royal letter head. I 

would like to make the book.

we met to discuss what emblems or artefacts we 

might like to feature, and put a lose framework in place. 

Independently I spent my time immersed in imagery I 

The Prisoner of Zenda:

Figure 3. The Prisoner of Zenda, publish by 

Wordsworth Editions Ltd., 1993
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sensibilities of its people. I browsed junk shops and car 

boot sales collecting dozens of old photographs and 

postcards of generic European landscapes and anon-

ymous portraits of people I might be able to cast as my 

maps, heraldry, architecture, botanical drawings, wildlife, 

boarders, pattern; anything I felt captured a sense of 

and lay out my wares and we would again together 

re-assess the direction.

-

ing this, I created a newspaper clipping featuring the 

an adoring fan. 

-

logistics of process. Integral to the concept is that the 

ambition of the project was recognised and as a small 

The Prisoner of Zenda:

Figure 4. The Castle of Zenda
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The Prisoner of Zenda:
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scheduling of the project. Subsequently I had enough 

time to test all my ideas, many of them not fully realised, 

to try. 

of ideas being explored. Working together with series 

designer John Morgan, we discussed ideas for the 

look and feel of the book, all the while considering the 

central themes; doubling, authenticity and how best to 

We brought together ideas, and I presented referenc-

es materials, books and printed ephemera I had been 

-

choice of papers, typefaces, the delicate and deliberate 

treatment of text and image bring the project to full term. 

Special mention must also be made of the signature 

Adrien Vasquez especially for the edition. 

While I had been a graduate for some years when 

initial proposal had the bold ambition of many student 

projects, but like much student work the ideas would 

case between an illustrator, a daring publisher and a 

team of designers and print specialists who all shared 

of humour. 

The Prisoner of Zenda:

Figure 6. Typographic references
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The Prisoner of Zenda:

Figure 7, The People’s Princess
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The Prisoner of Zenda:
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The Prisoner of Zenda:

Figure 9. Spreads from the Prisoner of Zenda
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Paul Burgess
-

and abroad. 

Since graduating from Camberwell School of Art in 

-

years. 

His clients include: The Guardian

American Health, The Observer
New Scientist, The 

He is interested in collage, music graphics, amateur and 

folk art, self-publishing, found ephemera, and making 

things by hand.

Contact information

Email: p.burgess@brighton.ac.uk 
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This paper seeks to demonstrate the use of error and 

-

image and the music industry.

From the personal interpretation of the initial brief, then 

the beauty of error and the excitement of the gratuitous 

The paper will explore the question: What does error 

bring to the interpretation of the commission. Can 

misunderstanding between the art director and illustrator 

Midas touch? 

Andersen, and also musician, and owner of indepen-

dent record label Mordant Music, Ian Hicks.

-

knowing which ones to keep.’

Scott Adams – Author

Failure, mistakes, mishaps, errors, etc. are something 

that the modern illustrator, designer, artist or musician 

It is important to learn from one’s own mistakes as well 

as other’s, and to identity sources of error. We can be 

aware of emerging mistakes, and possible failure, in 

Make Room For Error

order to eliminate such sources and to make success 

more likely in the future. 

Failure does not stand for much it seems these days; 

-

may enjoy looking at other people’s failure for some 

can be amusing, surprising and fascinating to study. 

Just look at the success of the Jackass MTV TV show 

and Epic Fail websites. Failure is there to be laughed at.

The use of error and the mistake within an art and 

outcome to something more extraordinary and original. 

As Jacques Derrida states in his book, Painting and the 
Truth,
freedom of making mistakes’.

that by embracing random mistakes and allowing error 

sure his work is fresh, surprising and this enables him to 

 

i.e. a desk full of paper shapes, components to mess 

hopefully interesting errors. 

Making and breaking connections, worthwhile mistakes 

can only come with experiments though, and I guess 

you are more prone to making real mistakes when doing 

let things sit, come back later, and reassess. I like to 
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keeps you searching for more.

There is a kind of an art to good mistakes though. I 

to repeat my more successful mistakes, which I think 

is a mistake.  When it becomes a process you loose 

something. So it then becomes tricky to stop making 

your comfortable mistake process and start setting 

cartridge chip and see what happens. Combine com-

bit of work and cut it up again. Make yourself explore 

Martin talks about one project for The Guardian news-

The Guardian and 

Observer How To Write. Art direction 

briefs. So I made 15 quick generic collages in and 

around the general subject matter and physically put 

-

trations to copy, rather than make illustrations for copy. 

Accidentally making connections between images and 

text. The results were great, unusual metaphors that I 

images that I produced in this manner, and has now be-

come one of my most successful and enduring images. 

 A Boy climbing a cloud

for a project, little piles of bits, messy scraps ready 

to use. The cut out image of the boy just fell or was 

nudged onto a picture of a cloud I had lying on the 

desk. I turned around and there he was, climbing up 

a cloud upside down. The image didn’t need anything 

’mistake’?

misjudgement, carelessness, or forgetfulness. 

We all like to experiment, I hear you say. So is there a 

clear distinction between a mistake and an experiment? 

know they should not happen. Experiments are tests 

Mistakes can be fascinating: they carry a one-of-a-kind 

result, recognisable and without equal, because they 

rely on the fact that mistakes cannot be reproduced 

exactly again in the future. Mistakes are always made in 

a short period of time.

-

and meaningful to illustrators, designers, artists and 

musicians.

An error in an artwork creates a feeling that something 

is going to happen; it is a door opening to something 

we do not control. And the looking forward to these 

-

produce. This moment where the unknown becomes in 
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Ian Hicks of Mordant music, works as an experimental 

sound artist, and also readily embraces error in his 

work:

-

-

tion in the wake of one…I posit that all artists work with 

error, knowingly or unknowingly, from Sunday waterco-

lourists to extreme music makers - there’s error embed-

So what does error bring to the interpretation of the 

commission? Ian Hicks recalls a recent commission for 

glitches, wobbles and slurs from old VHS tapes - the 

source error was probably due to worn tape heads, 

degraded tape or error in transfer… either way this 

helped to create some interesting rhythmic elements 

& a nuanced sound palette…once or twice I recorded 

the wrong programme from VHS to DVD but ended up 

using its raw materials instead…also, while working on 

-

dio on the wrong FX channel in error which has yielded 

some superb results. I also use this system intentionally 

sometimes, no longer in error - the error becomes a 

new tool…serendipity plays its part initially…there is 

also undoubtedly error secreted somewhere in the 

-

nance e.g. I might be using a synth that back in the 
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70s had been wired incorrectly, albeit subtly…the error 

is therefore already embedded unbeknownst to both 

-

ising it for years, so an error has again been unwittingly 

inserted into the chain - unknown error… chance and 

error are interesting too where you set up the possibility.

I prefer real unadulterated error - tripping up and falling 

reading equipment instruction manuals…true error can 

Misunderstandings between the art commissioner and 

the net result settles within the threshold of the original 

remit. 

unexpected, possibly enhancing it beyond original ex-

pectation, completely misinterpreting the brief is unlikely 

to satisfy the commissioner but could be fruitful in itself 

for something else.

Martin Andersen sees himself as being lucky to work in 

Depending on the project and client, he always tries to 

-

language.’ 

-

recting and designing the music packaging for Second 

Art direction, design and photography: 

Martin Andersen at Andersen M Studio

Identity Design: Line Lunnemann Andersen 

at Andersen M Studio
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Oliver Cherer: Sir Ollife Leigh & Other Ghosts. The brief 

was to depict a surreal dreamlike state in Croham Forest 

processed all the images, I decided to manipulate the 

any way of controlling how it will appear. I liked this risk 

Another recent project where I used an accidental 

approach was the music packaging design for Robin 
Saville – Public Flowers.

shot these double exposures and in this way created 

new exciting shapes and colour combinations. I prefer 

of the composition and opacity. There is something 

special about picking up your prints from the lab and 

not knowing what to expect from the shoot, but this 

allows you to play and experiment.

Two years ago we created a fantastic project with a 

group of children from Lekagape, a South African care 

home for women and children to produce a set of lim-

ited edition A2 screen printed posters which was sold 

and with all the proceedings going to the care home. 

We had sent a box full of pens, markers, paper and 

cameras to the children to use to communicate their 

Public Flowers (Second Language Mu-

Andersen M Studio

London, January 2010. Designed using drawings and state-

care home for women and children.
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creations back to us and we set up a screen printing 

-

the children out no matter of the quality of their draw-

something new and unique. We left in all the mistakes 

print would turn out.’ 

So can a misunderstanding between the art commis-

other record labels.

sums up my approach to my work and attitude to life.’

-

ic elements, montage and textures found on the studio 

error.

takes the mistake to the client and suggest that this 

there ways of introducing these new directions, its often 

subtle but can be a serious radical reworking, so that is 

the skill of the art director, I often say at times it can be 

more social worker than designer, what I mean is you 

out the client, this is where we started and this is where 

Figure 9: Mouse on Mars, Rost Pocs (the EP Collection) Too Pure
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the brief was quite open, they supplied me with the 

found postcard of the woman, they liked it in its pure 

it was missing this element. Just by chance the week 

before my scanner had broken while scanning some 

images of trees, these were fantastic and I new I would 

The broken almost bar code lines and broken felt right 

-

liked the cut up type on the slip of cardboard that I had 

photocopier and knife.

Michelle Thompson is an illustrator and collage artist, 

and feels this is a double-edged sword. She discusses 

misunderstandings between the art commissioner and 

-

ings between the art director and illustrator do not often 

especially with new clients. If there is a silence after the 

-

understood what they were after. After my initial panic 

I get on with it, my job is to answer the brief. I can try 

and push it my way but at the end of the day the client 

has to be happy. It works the other way round too. I am 

constantly trying to put my own personal, collage work 

into illustration commissions. If I’m lucky the client is 

-

ful stages and work them into other jobs, mistakes are 

work in progress. 

-

bracing this process, it not only loosens’ up my work, it 

can sometimes help get the job done a lot quicker too, 

-

came out of the box together and I thought they work 

well together. I guess I’m always looking for the happy 

accident.’

work is all about experimental process, error and push-

ing the limits of technology.

down with something in front of me, and not quite 

knowing what the outcome will be. I like to play and 
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Figure 11: Michelle Thompson, Tough Figure 12: Michelle Thompson, Secret 7 Rider
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experiment in the early stages of a project and treat 

-

not done in a somewhat methodical way. I try to search 

for systems that create imagery, and if the system has 

Mark will often place his laptop on a scanner, drip 

liquids in front of the camera lens and create amateur 

process is really unpredictable and is somehow show-

the chaotic and idiosyncratic nature of analog media, or 

all about exploiting the errors that occur through using 

unpredictable frame rate of the camera I was shooting 

“Material resistance” which the artist must work with, or 

of cork that would allow me to photograph each ball in 

rig works but is by no means ideal, and it makes the 

Time restraints often force decision making, and often 

made it on the computer or used a rig from a shop.’

Mark Prendergast recently returned from a year long 

Figure 13: Mark Prendergast, Experimental scanning

Figure 14: Mark Prendergast, studio desk
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Figure 15: Mark Prendergast, still from                                 

Not in that order, necessarily
Figure 16: Mark Prendergast, Experimental scanning

Figure 17: Mark Prendergast, Experimental scanning
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The mistakes and errors made by illustrators and 

cases, sneered at, but tomorrow they will be called 

milestones of art and design. 

-

mented, discussed, boasted about and blogged, we 

risks, embrace mistakes and are not afraid of failure 

occasionally.

There are so many random and complex factors at work 

during the artwork process, that you could argue that 

error is a constant, perhaps unconscious, and funda-

-

boyant failure than any kind of benign success’

Malcolm McLaren

stamp

Websites

Martin Andersen andersenm.com

Michelle Thompson michelle-thompson.com

Mark Prendergast markprendergast.co.uk

http://cutitout.co.uk
http://mordantmusic.com
http://andersenm.com
http://michelle-thompson.com
http://markprendergast.co.uk
http://mrpaulburgess.com
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Varoom editor
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-
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